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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament I 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Round I 

 

TU1: From what two Latin words, with what meanings, is “pomegranate” derived? 

 POMUM, FRUIT and GRANUM, GRAIN  

B1: From what two Latin words, with what meanings, is “stipend” derived? 

   STIPS, ALMS and PENDO, TO SUSPEND 

B2: From what two Latin words, with what meanings, is “somersault” derived? 

  SUPRA, OVER and SALIO, TO JUMP 

 

TU2: According to early Roman tradition, what Libyan king tried to force Dido to marry him, 

prompting her to kill herself?                                                                IARBAS/HIARBAL 

B1: What was the Carthaginian citadel called, after the hide with which Dido purchased the 

land?                                                                                                                                   BYRSA 

B2: Iarbas’ prayers to what god led to Dido’s destruction?                       JUPITER 

 

TU3: A veteran of the Spanish and Ligurian wars, what Roman consul drew Perseus into set 

battle and defeated him at Pydna?                             (L.) AEMILIUS PAULLUS 

B1: In what year was the battle fought?                                                             168 BC 

B2: What Illyrian chieftain supported Perseus during the Third Macedonian War?     GENTHIUS 

B3: Where was Perseus interned for the rest of his life?           ALBA FUCENS 

 

TU4: What type of genre, written by Plautus, Caecilius Statius, and Terence, was a comedy of 

Greek origin?                                                                                               FABULA PALLIATA 

B1: What type of genre is a comedy in a Roman setting?               FABULA TOGATA 

B2: What type of genre, which a freedman of Maecenas invented, derives its name for the typical 

garb of the equestrian class at Rome?                        FABULA TRABEATA 

 

TU5: What does the Lexicon Recentis Latinitatis define as nicotiāna herba?     TOBACCO 

B1: What does the Lexicon Recentis Latinitatis define as foetōris delumentum?  DEODORANT 

B2: What does the Lexicon Recentis Latinitatis define as capitilávium?      SHAMPOO 

 

TU6: What grammatical distinction do all the following words share: Bacchanalia, Athenae, 

scalae, valvae?                                                   PLURAL ONLY/PLURALIA TANTUM 

B1: What plural only noun means “joints”?                                                 ARTUS 

B2: What grammatical distinction do grates and iugera share?                   MONOPTOTES 

 

TU7: What May 9th festival was celebrated to appease the spirits of the household dead?                         

LEMURIA 
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B1: What deity’s festival fell on the Ides of March and was celebrated as the Roman equivalent 

of New Year’s Day?                                                                    ANNA PERENNA 

B2: At what October 13th festival were garlands thrown into springs?           FONTINALIA 

B3: At what festival were the sacred trumpets purified?            TUBILSTRIUS 

 

TU8: What twenty-two book work was written to answer why so many calamities had befallen 

the empire with the advent of Christianity?        DE CIVITATE DEI/THE CITY OF GOD 

B1: What work of Augustine is his autobiography?                      CONFESSIONES 

B2: How many books was the Confessiones comprised of?                                   13 

 

TU9: What servant of Odysseus remained faithful with six of sons to his master, though his 

seventh, Melantheus, joined with the suitors?                                               DOLIUS 

B1: What cowherd of Odysseus also remained faithful to his master?             PHILOETIUS 

B2: What minstrel did Odysseus spare upon his return to Ithaca?         PHEMIUS 

 

TU10: What law granted full citizenship to every unenfranchised freeman in peninsular Italy and 

Cispadane Gaul?                                                     LEX PLAUTIA-PAPIRIA  

B1: At what city, which they renamed Italia, did the secessionist federation set up their initial 

seat of government during the Social War?                                                                CORFINIUM 

B2: Name either of the two consuls of 90 B.C. who took up command in the Social War. 

 RUTILIUS LUPUS or L. JULIUS CAESAR 

 

TU11: Translate the following sentence from English to Latin: If we could fight more fiercely, 

we would survive.            SI POSSEMUS ACRIUS PUGNARE, SUPERESSEMUS 

B1: Now translate this sentence from English to Latin: If he does not comes as quickly as 

possible, we will all perish.      

SI NON/NISI QUAM CELERRIME VENIT/VENIET, (OMNES) PERIMUS/PERIBIMUS 

B2: Now translate this sentence from English to Latin: If he should sing louder, he would wake 

the dead.                                                           SI CANAT CLARIOR, MORTUOS EXCITET. 

 

TU12: What type of cum-clause is found in the following sentence: Cum in urbe 

ambulabamus, vidimus leonem.                                                                           TEMPORAL 

B1: What type of cum-clause is found in the following sentence: Quae cum ita sint, absolvitur.                

CAUSAL 

B2: What type of cum-clause is found in the following sentence: Cum amicus sis, te necabo.      

CONCESSIVE 

 

TU13: What king of Oechalia offered his daughter as a prize in an archery contest, but retracted 

the offer when Heracles won?                                                        EURYTUS 

B1: What daughter was Eurytus offering in the contest?                                                   IOLE 
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B2: What son of Eurytus tried to convince his father to honor his promise to Heracles, but failed, 

and was later killed in a fit of madness by Heracles?                                   IPHITUS 

 

TU14: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Catullus 46: Iam ver egelidos refert 

tepores.                                                                                                                       OXYMORON 

B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Vergil’s Aeneid: ac venti 

velut agmine facto.                                                                                                              SIMILE 

B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from some random medieval poem about the 

planets: et homo, qui nascitur, dum Saturnus dominatur, audax, urbanus, malus, antiquus, 

fur, avarus...                                                                                                            ASYNDETON 

 

TU15: Identify the case and use of the first noun in the following phrase: tūtiōrem vītam 

vīvere,                                                ACCUSATIVE, COGNATE/KINDRED SPECIFICATION 

B1: Identify the case and use of the first noun in the following sentence: Sex mīlibus sēstertium 

agrum vēndidit.                                                      ABLATIVE, PRICE  

B2: Identify the case and use of the first noun in the following phrase: Foederis heu tacitī!  

 GENITIVE, EXCLAMATION 

 

TU16: What modern-day river was known to the Romans as Eridanus?                               PO 

B1: What modern-day river was known to the Romans as Sequana?               SEINE 

B2: What modern-day river was known to the Romans as Hiberus?                          EBRO 

 

TU17: What use of the nominative case is exemplified by the word for ‘destroyer’ in the 

following sentence: Caesar vastator omnium appellatur.             PREDICATE NOMINATIVE 

B1: What use of the nominative case is exemplified in this sentence: Ecce homo!                            

EXCLAMATION 

B2: What other two cases can express exclamation?                  ACCUSATIVE AND GENITIVE 

 

TU18: What author studied under Pomponius Secundus and later wrote a biography of him, as 

well as the thirty-seven book Naturalis Historia?                           PLINY THE ELDER 

B1: To whom did Pliny the Elder dedicate the Naturalis Historia?                          TITUS 

B2: What institution does Pliny charge with the decline of agriculture in his Naturalis Historia?         

LATIFUNDIA 

 

TU19: What man, who died died while leading an Argive force against Phlegyan attackers of 

Delphi, was the son of Apollo and Chione and born on the same day, from the same mother, as 

Autolycus?                                                                                                            PHILAMMON 

B1: By what god did Chione have Autolycus?                                             HERMES 

B2: What other bard did Philammon have by the nymph Argiope?                 THAMYRIS 
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TU20:  Describamus nunc proprietates dictionum in hac sententia: Marcus a custode matri 

ereptus est. Quo casu est ‘custode?’                                                     ABLATIVO 

B1: Describamus nunc proprietates dictionum in hac sententia: Utinam in forum quam 

celerrime ambularemus. Quae pars orationis est ‘celerrime?’            ADVERBIUM 

B2: ...Quo modo est ‘ambularemus?’                       SUBIUNCTIVO 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament I 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Round II 

 

TU1: The first representative of his family to enter history, what Roman precipitated the third 

Samnite War by driving the Samnites out of Lucania?                           (L.) SCIPIO BARBATUS 

B1: What Samnite commander crushed the Romans with the help of the Gauls in 295 at 

Camerinum?                                                                                                 EGNATIUS GELLIUS 

B2: At what later battle in 295 did the Romans under Rullianus and Decius Mus defeat Gellius, 

despite initial losses sustained from a charge of Gallic chariots?                            SENTINUM 

 

TU2: Identify the author of the following quotation: sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia 

tangunt.                                                                                                                              VERGIL 

B1: Identify the author of this quotation: Eheu fugaces labuntur anni!          HORACE 

B2: Identify the author of this quotation: medio tutissimus ibis.                            OVID 

 

TU3: Set in Hybla, Sicily, what poem in 93 trochaic tetrameters depicts a festival of Venus? 

PERVIGILIUM VENERIS 

B1: What is the refrain of the Pervigilium Veneris?   

CRAS AMET QUI NUMQUAM AMAVIT, QUIQUE AMAVIT CRAS AMET 

B2: Within what massive collection of poems from Africa, assembled in the sixth century, can 

the Pervilium Veneris be found?                                          ANTHOLOGIA LATINA 

 

TU4: What man followed the cow he bought from King Pelagon to where it laid down and there 

founded a new city?                                                            CADMUS 

B1: What distinguishing feature did the cow have?                  (FULL) MOON ON IT(S SIDES) 

B2: Under what Canaanite name did Cadmus worship Athena?                         ONCA/ONGA 

 

TU5: Which king of Rome persuaded the neighboring Latin towns to allow the building of a 

common federal sanctuary at Rome, which grew into the cult of Diana?  SERVIUS TULLIUS 

B1: On what hill did Servius build the temple of Diana?                             AVENTINE 

B2: Name one of the other two goddesses for which Servius erected a temple.    

FORTUNA or MATER MATUTA  

 

TU6: What derivative of the Latin word capsa is “the base frame of a motor vehicle or other 

wheeled conveyance?”                                                                                                      CHASSIS 

B1: What derivative of the Latin verb salio means “lacking a plan, purpose, or enthusiasm?”        

DESULTORY 

B2: What derivative of the Latin verb rogo is a “right reserved exclusively by a particular person 

or group?”                                                                                                               PREROGATIVE 
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TU7: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Vergil’s Aeneid: O 

Danaum fortissime gentis Tydide!          APOSTROPHE (addressee not present) 

B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Ovid’s Amores: crinibus 

insignem quis acuta cuspide Phoebum instruat.    PERSONIFICATION 

B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 2 of Vergil’s Aeneid: Moriamur, 

et in media arma ruamus.              HYSTERON PROTERON 

 

TU8: What man, who had entertained the Argonauts hospitably, was accidentally killed in a 

night battle where neither side recognized the other?                                 CYZICUS 

B1: Of what tribe was Cyzicus the king?                                DOLIONES 

B2: What nymph, who became a spring out of grief, did Cyzicus marry?             CLEITE 

 

TU9: Say in Latin: The girls had gone out into the fields to gather flowers for their mother. 

PUELLAE IN AGROS EXIERANT UT FLORES MATRI COLLIGERENT 

B1: Now say in Latin: The sailors stayed in harbour so that the ships wouldn't be wrecked by 

storms. 

NAUTAE IN PORTU MANEBANT NE NAVES TEMPESTATIBUS DELERENTUR 

B2: Now say: I shall go to the forum so that my son can look at all the beautiful temples there. 

AD FORUM IBO UT FILIUS OMNIA TEMPLA PULCHRA IBI SPECTET. 

 

TU10: What word for “white” lacks a comparative?               ALBUS 

B1: Taciturnus, alacer, habilis, and satur all share what grammatical distinction?           

NO SUPERLATIVE 

B2: What word for “gray” also lacks a comparative?                                           CAESIUS 

 

 

TU11: The son of Patricius and Monica, what author espoused paganism, Manichaeism, and 

Neoplatonism before turning to Christianity?                                ST. AUGUSTINE 

B1: What was the name of Augustine’s son, whom he had with a mistress?           ADEODATUS 

B2: At what city in Africa was Augustine born?       THAGASTE 

 

TU12: What emperor, who established Rome’s fire patrol and the office of praefectus annonae, 

annexed Egypt and received the title Pater Patriae?       AUGUSTUS 

B1: What former governor of Egpyt was the first to hold the position of praefectus annonae?  

C. TURRANIUS 

B2: From what year, in which he gained his tribunicia potestas, did Augustus number his years 

of reign?                                                                                                                                   23 BC 
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TU13: Originally called Ephyra, what mythological city’s kings included Marathon, Epopeus, 

Aeetes, and Sisyphus?                                                                      CORINTH 

B1: What king of Corinth succeeded Aeetes when he left for Colchis?            BUNUS 

B2: What two gods quarreled over patronage of the city?     POSEIDON AND HELIUS 

 

TU14:  Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, and answer in Latin 

the question that follows: Hic tanta tempestas subito coorta est ut illi cursum tenere non 

possent sed in eandem partem unde erant profecti referrentur. Ulixes e somno excitatus 

quo in loco res esset statim intellexit; saccum solutum, Ithacam post tergum relictam vidit. 

Tum vero ira vehementer exarsit sociosque obiurgabat quod cupiditate pecuniae adducti 

spem patriae videndae proiecissent. 

 

The question: Quid subito coorta est?                                                   (TANTA) TEMPESTAS 

B1+B2: For five points each: Quae Ulixes vidit?  

SACCUM SOLUTUM et ITHACAM RELICTAM 

 

TU15: What particle would be used to translate the following English sentence into Latin: He 

threw away his sword so that he might run more quickly.                                       QUO 

B1: Now translate that sentence into Latin.   

GLADIUM ABIECIT QUO CELERIUS CURRERET 

B2: What particle would be used to translate this sentence into Latin: I will not object to taking 

you to prison?                                                                                                   QUOMINUS/QUIN 

 

TU16: Phaethon, Danaus, and Belus and Agenor, all hailed from what region, which also played 

host to Heracles’ encounter with Busiris?                                                  AEGYPTUS/EGYPT  

B1: What seal-herder lived on the isle of Pharos in egypt                     PROTEUS 

B2: Belus is also said to be the father of what Phoenecian woman?                 DIDO 

 

TU17: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Surge 

et trude tuam mensam.            STUDENT SHOULD RISE AND PUSH HIS/HER TABLE 

B1: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Surgite et 

tundite mensam moderatoris.  

STUDENTS SHOULD RISE AND BEAT THE DESK OF THE MODERATOR 

B2: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Surgite et 

verberate sua pectora.                    STUDENTS SHOULD RISE AND BEAT THEIR CHESTS 

 

TU18:  Translate the following from Latin to English: Ea est dē quā dēpendēre possimus. 

SHE IS ONE/THE KIND OF PERSON ON WHOM WE CAN DEPEND 

B1: Translate the following from Latin to English: Scio discipulos qui adsint linguam Latinam 

pulchram amare. 
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I KNOW THAT THE STUDENTS WHO ARE HERE LOVE THE LATIN LANGUAGE 

B2: Now try: Dignus est quī amētur.                               HE DESERVES TO BE LOVED 

 

TU19: Admired by Cicero for his lecto sermone and come loquens, but disparaged by Caesar, 

who called him a dimidiatus Menander, what Carthaginian wrote six plays, all of which come 

down to us?                                                            TERENCE (point out how all his plays survive) 

B1: What two nobles were Terence’s patrons and perhaps wrote his plays?     

 SCIPIO AEMILIANUS and LAELIUS 

B2: What man served as Terence’s mouthpiece, actor, and theatrical producer?          

AMBIVIUS TURPIO 

 

TU20: At what battle did the Samnites fall to the last man to Sulla’s army, allowing him to take 

control of Rome?                                                                                                   COLLINE GATE 

B1: In what year was the battle fought?                                                                        82 B.C. 

B2: What rival did Sulla kill at Praeneste not long after?     MARIUS THE YOUNGER 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament I 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Round III 

 

TU1: Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: multō aurō hanc aulam ēmī.  

I BOUGHT THIS POT AT THE COST OF MUCH GOLD 

B1: Translate to English: Diodōrus, uir summā grauitāte, maximē īrātus est. 

 DIODORUS, A MAN OF HIGHEST DIGNITY, BECAME GREATLY ANGRY. 

B2: Translate to English: Verrēs hominem argentī cupiditāte accusāuit. 

VERRES ACCUSED THE MAN OF DESIRE FOR MONEY 

 

TU2: What Roman, who was hailed as imperator following the defeat of the Bessi, became 

proconsul of Macedonia and Illyricum shortly before his defeat at Philippi?              

(M. JUNIUS) BRUTUS (YOUNGER) 

B1: What prominent literary figure’s son served as an officer in Brutus’ army?               CICERO 

B2: What other prominent literary figure served as a military tribune in Brutus’ army?  

(Q,) HORATIUS/HORACE (FLACCUS) 

 

TU3: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 

budge, bullion, bill, bowl?                                                               BUDGE 

B1: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: relax, 

relish, lease, relief?                              RELIEF (levis, others laxus) 

B2: What derivative of levis is “an embankment built to prevent the overflow of a river?”    

LEVEE 

 

TU4: An orphan in boyhood, what author loved Lycinna in youth, but turned in his elegies to 

Cynthia?                                                                                                  (SEXTUS) PROPERTIUS 

B1: What was Cynthia’s real name?                                                 HOSTIA 

B2: In Book 3 of his elegies, Propertius writes an epicedion for what adopted son of Augustus? 

MARCELLUS 

 

TU5: What god took the form of the river Enipeus to seduce Salmoneus’ daughter Tyro, who 

bore him Pelias and Neleus?                                   POSEIDON 

B1: According to Herodotus, what important river did Poseidon create with an earthquake?              

PENEIUS 

B2: By what goddess did Poseidon bear Arion and Despoina?                   DEMETER 

 

TU6: What author, who was patroned by Pliny the Younger and Septicius Clarus, was in charge 

of the public libraries under Trajan and was personal secretary of Hadrian?             SUETONIUS 

B1: At what battle did Suetonius’ father fight?                BEDRIACUM/CREMONA 
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B2: What was Suetonius’ full name?                            GAIUS SUETONIUS TRANQUILLINUS 

 

TU7: Grief-stricken at the tragedies that had befallen their daughters, what couple emigrated to 

the Encheleans in Illyria and, while riding in an oxcart, led the tribe to repeated victories? 

CADMUS AND HARMONIA 

B1: What son of Cadmus and Harmonia did not come to grief?                        POLYDORUS 

B2: Into what were Cadmus and Harmonia transformed upon their deaths?          SNAKES 

 

TU8: Translate the following sentence from English to Latin: We are trying to escape the danger 

by staying in the city.          E PERICULO EFFUGERE CONAMUR IN URBE MANENDO. 

B1: Translate into Latin: Our men will soon be given the chance of overcoming the enemy.  

MOX OCCASIO NOSTRIS DABITUR HOSTIUM SUPERANDORUM. 

B2: Translate into Latin: No one ever made much money by teaching children. 

NEMO MULTAM PECUNIAM UMQUAM COMPARAVIT LIBERIS DOCENDIS. 

 

 

TU9: Listen carefully to the following passage, excerpted from Catullus 1, which I will read 

twice as prose, and answer in English the question that follows: 

Cui dono lepidum novum libellum 

arida modo pumice expolitum? 

Corneli, tibi: namque tu solebas 

meas esse aliquid putare nugas. 

Iam tum, cum ausus es unus Italorum 

omne aevum tribus explicare cartis . . . 

The question: Why does Catullus dedicate his work to Nepos?   

HE HAD ALWAYS SAID CATULLUS’ WORK WAS OF VALUE 

B1: With what was Catullus’ work polished?                                             (DRY) PUMICE 

B2: What did Nepos’ work set out in three books?      UNIVERSAL HISTORY OF ITALIANS 

 

TU10: After changing sides several times, what Masaesylian Numidian chiefman threw his lot in 

with the Carthaginians but was destroyed with his army at Campi Magni?                    SYPHAX 

B1: What other Numidian chieftain, who also changed sides several times, aided the Romans 

during their African campaign?                     MASINISSA 

B2: What brother of Hannibal was sent to raise fresh troops in the Balearic Isles and to attack 

Italy navally while Scipio attempted to conquer Africa?                MAGO 

B3: What daughter of Syphax was betrothed to Masinissa, then Scipio, then married Masinissa, 

but then took poison to avoid being paraded in Scipio’s triumph?                       SOPHONISBA 

 

TU11: For the verb edo, give the second person singular present active indicative.  

ES (perhaps accept edis) 
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B1: Make that form subjunctive.                                                                            EDIS 

B2: Make that form imperfect.                                        ESSES 

 

TU12: Prometheus’ eagle, Ladon, the Sphinx, the Nemean Lion, and the Chimaera were all 

children of what monstrous couple?                       TYPHOEUS/TYPHON and ECHIDNA 

B1: What child of Typhon and Echidna was a two-headed dog defeated by Heracles?                

ORTHUS 

B2: What child of Typhon and Echidna was a giant pig defeated by Theseus?  

CROMMYONIAN SOW/PHAEA 

 

TU13: Camillus Scribonianus, Annius Vinicianus, and Gaius Silius all led plots against what 

Julio-Claudian emperor?                                                                                                CLAUDIUS 

B1: With what wife of Claudius was Gaius Silius infatuated?              (VALERIA) MESSALINA 

B2: What son did Claudius have by Messalina?                                   BRITANNICUS 

 

TU14: Complete the following analogy: nox : nocti :: senatus : _______?       SENATUI 

B1: Complete the following analogy: puer : pueri :: exemplar : _______?       EXEMPLARIA 

B2: Complete the following analogy: nox : nocte :: Andromache : ________?    

ANDROMACHE 

 

TU15: What author, whose work narrates the banquet of Granius and a journey to Sicily, 

declared ex praecordiis ecfero versum in his 26th book of satire?        LUCILIUS 

B1: What large-scale composition is contained within the first book of Lucilius’ Satires?     

CONCILIUM DEORUM 

B2: By what Greek title were Lucilius’ Satires likely originally titled?                    SCHEDIA 

 

TU16: What Catullan poem, in 408 hexameters, recounts the myth of the marriage of Peleus and 

Thetis?                               CATULLUS 64 

B1: The story of what other mythological couple is contained in an ekphrasis in 64?  

THESEUS AND ARIADNE 

B2: What genre are the “wedding songs” of Catullus 61 and 62?                     EPITHALAMIA 

B3: Catullus 66 is a translation of what Callimachean poem?           LOCK OF BERENICE 

 

TU17: What Roman negotiated a treaty with the Numantians to free Mancinus’ army, which 

Rome soon broke?                                                                                     TIBERIUS GRACCHUS 

B1: What province did Tiberius Gracchus the Elder make safe by carrying off a large portion of 

its population into slavery?                                                                          SARDINIA 

B2: In what hugely important year was Tiberius Gracchus elected tribune of the plebs?    133 BC 

 

TU18: Give a Latin verb which means “surround.”  
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CINGO/CIRCUMDO/SAEPIO/CIRCUMEO 

B1: Give a Latin verb which means “lighten.” 

FULGEO/FULGURO/SERENO/LEVO (technically) 

B2: Give a Latin deponent which means “attack.”                           AGGREDIOR/ADORIOR 

 

TU19: Because he wept at the death of Patroclus, what horse did Hera grant the power of speech 

to warn of Achilles’ impending death?                                                      XANTHUS 

B1: Which of the Harpies had Xanthus by Zephyrus?                    PODARGE 

B2: Who quickly took the horse’s voice away to prevent him from giving away more of the 

immortals’ secrets to human beings?                     ERINYES/FURIES 

 

 

TU20: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 

empire, parry, sever, parcel?                  PARCEL (pars, others paro) 

B1: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 

portend, tentacle, standard, entente?      TENTACLE (tempto, others tendo) 

B2: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: chant, 

canter, accent, incentive?                                      CANTER 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament I 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Semi-Final Round 

 

TU1: What derivative of the Latin word dolus means “marked by care and persistent effort?” 

         SEDULOUS 

B1: What derivative of the Latin word aqua is an “open vessel with a handle and spout for 

pouring?”                                                                                                                         EWER 

B2: What derivative of the Latin word verus is a legal term meaning “allege as a fact in support 

of a plea?”                                                                                                                          AVER 

 

TU2: When her son was killed because he excelled in sports, what nymph sent a wolf to destroy 

the flocks of Peleus, one of the murders?                                          PSAMATHE 

B1: What goddess interceded for Peleus and forced Psamathe to turn the wolf to stone?   

THETIS 

B2: By what man had Psamathe had her son Phocus?                                             AEACUS 

 

TU3: Assembling a force at Gesoriacum, what emperor planned to invade Britain but 

mysteriously stopped and ordered his troops to collect seashells?                 CALIGULA 

B1: At what battle in 43 B.C. did 50,000 troops under Aulus Plautius land in Kent and defeat 

Caratacus?                                                                                                                        MEDWAY 

B2: What Brittanic chieftain had been the father of Caratacus?         CUNOBELINUS 

B3: What Brigantian queen later handed over Caratacus to the Romans?       CARTIMANDUA 

 

TU4: The sons of what man, who had usurped the rule of Tyndareus in Sparta and refused to 

purify Heracles, murdered Heracles’ young cousin for throwing a stone at their dog?  

                                                                                                                          HIPPOCOON 

B1: Who was this cousin of Heracles?                                              OEONUS 

B2: What king of Tegea did Heracles recruit to help him attack Sparta?        CEPHEUS 

 

TU5: What work, which is dedicated to Victorius Marcellus, sketches in twelve books the 

program an orator should follow to his entrance into public life?       INSTITUTIO ORATORIA 

B1: A letter to what publisher precedes the Institutio?                    TRYPHON 

B2: What work of Quintilian was a set of notes taken from his lessons and published by his 

students against his will?                  ARTIS RHETORICAE 

 

TU6: Translate the following sentence from English to Latin, using the gerundive: The master 

gave the slaves the job of building a wall.    

DOMINUS SERVIS DEDIT OPUS MURI AEDIFICANDI 
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B1: Now say in Latin, using a gerund: The young men hid behind the wall so they could listen 

better.           IUVENES POST MURUM SE CELAVERUNT MELIUS AUDIENDI CAUSA 

B2: Now try, again using a gerund: The art of speaking well is not easy for everybody. 

ARS BENE LOQUENDI NON OMNIBUS EST FACILIS 

 

TU7: What publication, established by Caesar in 59 BC to print Senate records, served as 

Rome’s first newspaper?                                                                      ACTA DIURNA 

B1: On what were newspapers and books originally printed?                   PAPYRUS 

B2: What format replaced papyrus and provides the predecessor for our books today?   

CODEX 

 

TU8: What is the idiomatic meaning of the phrase Arcades ambo?          

(Arcadians both) TWO OF A KIND 

B1: Who authored that phrase?                                                            VERGIL 

B2: What is the idiomatic meaning of the phrase par pari refero?              TIT FOR TAT 

 

TU9: What creatures reared the infant Poseidon along with Capheira but were drowned by Zeus 

because of the havoc they were causing with their evil eye?                 TELCHINES 

B1: What sister of the Telchines bore six sons and a daughter, Rhode, by Poseidon?         HALIA 

B2: What art, later practiced by such craftsmen as Praxiteles, did the Telchines invent?   

SCULPTING STATUES OF GODS (prompt on sculpting) 

 

TU10: Anger, leisure, constancy, and the good life make up some of the themes of what twelve-

book work by Seneca the Younger?                                                                      DIALOGI 

B1: Dedicated to Paulinus, the prefect in charge of the food supply, what dialogue of Seneca 

concerns the fleetingness of time                                  (AD PAULINUM) DE BREVITATE VITAE 

B2: Seneca’s Consolatio ad Marciam is written to the daughter of what historian, who glorified 

Brutus and termed Cassius “the last of the Romans?”         CREMUTIUS CORDUS 

 

TU11: Quid Anglice significat lanx?                                                   PLATE 

B1: Quid Anglice significat faex?                                        DREGS 

B2: Quid Anglice significat pix?                              PITCH 

 

 

TU12:  For the verb edo, give the third person plural future active imperative.             EDUNTO 

B1: For the verb cedo, give the second person singular future active imperative.         CEDITO 

B2: Make that form plural.          CEDITOTE 

 

TU13: Completed after nine years of labor, what poem of Cinna narrates the incestuous 

relationship of Myrrha and her father Cinyras?                        ZMYRNA 
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B1: To what historian of the civil wars did Cinna dedicate a propempticon?    ASINIUS POLLIO 

B2: What author of On Duties might Cinna have brought to Rome?    PANAETIUS 

 

 

TU14: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 

pagan, compact, propagate, impinge?                     PAGAN (pagus, district, pango, fasten) 

B1: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 

chowder, scald, callous, nonchalant?                                   CALLOUS 

B2: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: section, 

sickle, sect, insect?          SECT (sequor, others seco) 

 

TU15: What Roman first proposed codification of the law in 462 B.C.?  

TERENTILIUS HARSA 

B1: What office did Harsa hold?     TRIBUNE (OF THE PLEBS) 

B2: In what year were the first decemviri appointed to reduce the existing customary law into 

definite and permanent shape?                   451 BC 

 

TU16: The founder of Praeneste, what Latin leader was conceived when a spark from the 

hearthfire landed in his lap?                                CAECULUS 

B1: At what god’s shrine was Caeculus exposed?             JUPITER 

B2: What Latin leader against Aeneas was a son of Heracles by a priestess of Rhea?         

AVENTINUS 

 

TU17: Translate the following sentence from Latin to Englisb: Pueri perterriti sunt ne a 

magistro in horto conspecti essent. 

THE BOYS WERE FRIGHTENED THAT THE MASTER HAD SEEN THEM IN HIS 

GARDEN/THAT THEY HAD BEEN SEEN BY THE MASTER IN HIS GARDEN 

 

B1: Now translate this sentence into English: Haec mulier timet ne filia octo annos nata in 

periculum erraverit.   

THIS WOMAN IS AFRAID THAT HER EIGHT-YEAR OLD DAUGHTER HAS 

WANDERED INTO DANGER 

B2: Now translate into English: Timemus ne nulla spes salutis nobis iam sit. 

WE ARE AFRAID THAT THERE IS NO HOPE OF SAFETY FOR US NOW 

 

TU18: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Tolle 

papyrum et pinge hominem. 

STUDENT SHOULD PICK UP HIS PAPER AND DRAW A MAN 

B1: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Dice te 

optimum artificem esse.           STUDENT SHOULD SAY HE/SHE IS THE BEST ARTIST 
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B2: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Omnes 

tollite papyros quos eiciunt.     ALL PICK UP THEIR PAPERS AND THROW THEM AWAY 

 

TU19: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 2 of Vergil’s Aeneid: Rursus 

in arma feror mortemque miserrimus opto.                  HYSTERON PROTERON 

B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Catullus 13: deos rogabis totum ut te 

faciant, Fabulle, nasum.                               METAPHOR 

B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, again taken from Catullus 13: non sine candida 

puella et vino et sale et omnibus cachinnis.                   POLYSYNDETON 

 

TU20: What Roman put to death the distinguished officer Lucretius Ofella, initially refused 

Pompey a triumph on his return from Africa, and killed nearly 9,000 nobles during his three-year 

dictatorship?                                                                            SULLA 

B1: What widow of Aemilius Scaurus did Sulla marry?                    METELLA 

B2: What bodyguard 10,000 strong did Sulla recruit and emancipate from the slaves of the 

murdered proscriptees?                                                                                                   CORNELII 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament I 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Final Round 

 

TU1: Leontophonus, Polypoetes, Latinus, and Telegonus are lesser known sons of what 

mythological man?                       ODYSSEUS 

B1: Polypoetes was Odysseus’ son by what queen of Thesprotia?                CALLIDICE 

B2: Latinus was perhaps Odysseus’ son, perhaps Telemachus’, by what woman?             CIRCE 

 

TU2: At what battle of 86 B.C. did Sulla defeat cavalry on the open plain by digging trenches, 

leaving him free to advance into Asia?                       ORCHOMENUS 

B1: What city was captured by Sulla from Archelaus through siege in 86 B.C.?            ATHENS 

B2: What agent of Mithridates had won over Athens and led a revolution against an unpopular 

oligarchy, establishing himself as a despot?                      ARISTION 

 

TU3: What work, which is set on the shore of Ostia, takes the form of a dialogue between the 

pagan Caecilius, the Christian Octavius, and the author, Minucius Felix.                  OCTAVIUS 

B1: On what work of Cicero is the Octavius likely based?          DE NATURA DEORUM 

B2: What lost work did Felix also write?                                   DE FATO 

 

TU4: Translate the following sentence, from English to Latin, using a gerund: I must spare even 

my enemies.                                       A ME PARCENDUM EST ETIAM (MEIS) HOSTIBUS 

B1: Now translate this sentence from English to Latin, again using a gerund: He was giving his 

attention to reading.                                             LEGENDO DABAT OPERAM 

B2: Now translate this sentence from English to Latin, again using a gerund: He gave them lands 

to dwell in.                                                                          AGROS EIS HABITANDOS DEDIT 

 

TU5: For the verb facio, give the syncopated first person singular perfect active subjunctive. 

 FAXIM 

B1: The Latin verb sum, of course, has no present participle, but what possible form appears in a 

Latin adjective, meaning innocent?                                              (IN)SONS 

B2: What is the alternative form for the present subjunctive form perdam?     PERDUIM 

 

TU6: What is the meaning of the idiom largiter posse?           TO HAVE GREAT INFLUENCE 

B1: What is the meaning of the idiom fidem fallere?      TO DECEIVE/BREAK ONE’S WORD 

B2: What is the meaning of the idiom pro contione? 

  BEFORE THE ASSEMBLY/IN AN ADDRESS 

 

TU7: Accused by Orosius of being a paganus pervicacissimus, what author, who was known as 

“the last poet of Classical Rome,” authored the Gigantomachia in his youth?    CLAUDIAN 
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B1: What poem of Claudian describes a descent into the Underworld?   

DE RAPTU PROSERPINAE 

B2: What is the full name of Claudian, at least so far as we know? CLAUDIUS CLAUDIANUS 

 

TU8: Whom did the commander Lentulus Gaetulicus conspire to install as emperor during a 

revolt in 39 A.D.?                                                                                    M. AEMILIUS LEPIDUS 

B1: What two sisters of Caligula were suspected of complicity and sent into exile?            

AGRIPPINA II and JULIA 

B2: What Praetorian Prefect eventually assassinated Caligula?            CASSIUS CHAEREA 

 

TU9: What two sons of Proteus challenged Heracles to a wrestling match when his ship reached 

Torone, on the peninsula of Sithonia?                  POLYGONUS and TELEGONUS 

B1: When Heracles and his followers were welcomed by Poltys at Aenus, what brother of Poltys 

did Heracles randomly shoot as they were reembarking?      SARPEDON 

B2: Both these events came on Heracles’ return from which of his labors?   

GIRDLE OF HIPPOLYTE 

 

TU10: Give a synonym of cur.            QUARE/QUAPROPTER/QUAMOBREM/QUID 

B1: Give another.                                 SEE ABOVE 

B2: You thought I’d ask for another, didn’t you? Well, you were wrong. Please give a synonym 

of quomodo.                                                                                           QUI/QUEMADMODUM 

 

TU11: Following what indecisive battle, in which Tarquinius Superbus was aided by Veii and 

Tarquinii, did Superbus secure the aid of Lars Porsenna?                         SILVA ARSIA 

B1: What two commanders lost their lives fighting against each other at Silva Arsia? 

(LUCIUS) JUNIUS BRUTUS and ARUNS (son of Superbus) 

B2: What did Porsenna ban upon his capture of Rome?        IRON WEAPONS 

 

TU12: Listen carefully to the following passage, taken from Book I of Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita, 

which I will read twice, and answer in English the question that follows: Sed debebatur, ut 

opinor, fatis tantae origo urbis maximique secundum deorum opes imperii principium. Vi 

compressa Vestalis cum geminum partum edidisset, seu ita rata seu quia deus auctor 

culpae honestior erat, Martem incertae stirpis patrem nuncupat. Sed nec di nec homines 

aut ipsam aut stirpem a crudelitate regia vindicant: sacerdos vincta in custodiam datur, 

pueros in profluentem aquam mitti iubet. 

The question: To what does Livy credit the founding of so great a city?           FATE(S) 

B1: Who was the father of the Vestal’s offspring?                            MARS 

B2: What did the priest order? THE BOYS TO BE THROWN INTO FLOWING WATER  
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TU13: What youth killed the usurper Polyphontes, who had killed his father Cresphontes and 

married his mother Merope?                                                         AEPYTUS 

B1: Over what kingdom did Aepytus and Cresphontes rule?                            MESSENIA 

B2: By what father of Merope, the king of Arcadia, was Aepytus reared?     CYPSELUS 

 

TU14: From what two Latin words is “fax” derived?      FACIO and SIMILIS (facsimile) 

B1: From what two Latin words is “puny” derived?                          POST and NASCOR 

B2: From what two Latin words is “curfew” derived?            OPERIO and FOCUS 

 

 

TU15: What author, the last man to be fluent in Etruscan, wrote a Roman history from the death 

of Caesar and proposed to add three letters to the alphabet?                             CLAUDIUS 

B1: What author encouraged Claudius to write history?                             LIVY  

B2: What jurist, who wrote over 180 works, was praised by Cicero in his ninth Philippic and 

wrote Cicero a consolation letter at the death of Tullia?                  SULPICIUS 

RUFUS  

 

TU16: What Gallic tribe, which the Romans defeated between the Rhone and Isere in 121 B.C., 

was led against Caesar by Vercingetorix?                       ARVERNI 

B1: What king commanded the Arverni at that battle, which ended in a Gallic disaster, as the 

bridges the Arverni had build broke under the weight of their retreating masses?      BITUITUS 

B2: What province, which today comprises much of Southern France, was added in 121 B.C. 

and was one of the three provinces given to Caesar by the Senate?  

GALLIA NARBONENSIS/TRANSALPINA 

 

TU17: Translate the following sentence from English to Latin: Do you know what your father 

said before he died? 

SCISNE QUID (TUUS) PATER, PRIUSQUAM MORTUUS SIT, DIXERIT 

B1: Translate this sentence from English to Latin: It is characteristic of a wise man to flee when 

he perceives danger. SAPIENTIS EST FUGERE UBI/QUANDO PERICULUM SENTIAT. 

B2: Now try: She was urging that I say the same things that she said.   

HORTABATUR UT EADEM QUAE DIXISSET DICEREM 

 

TU18: What man, who appeared to the Greek fleet during the Battle of Salamis as a snake, 

welcomes Telamon to Salamis and left the rule to him?                            CYCHREUS 

B1: No logical bonuses, so we have to go ctrl-f-ing. I’ve gone with snake. What half-snake 

woman did Heracles meet north of the Black Sea and have three sons by?        ECHIDNA 

B2: One of the sons, Scythes, was able to draw Heracles’ bow and thus became king, but the 

other two were sent away. Name them.                  AGATHYRSUS AND GELONUS 
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TU19: Termed rerum Romanarum florentissimus auctor by Tacitus, what author composed a 

spurious Epistulae ad Caesarem, as well as an Invectiva in Ciceronem?        SALLUST 

B1: What plebeian and distinguished jurist composed a history on the Second Punic War, 

Sallust’s only model for monographs?                                            COELIUS ANTIPATER 

B2: What poem on Pythagorean doctrines was perhaps written by Sallust, but more likely by 

Cicero’s friend Gnaeus Sallustius?                                     EMPEDOCLEA 

 

TU20: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation frust.              

FRUSTILLATIM, IN SMALL PORTIONS 

B1: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation o.                  OCTARIUS, PINT 

B2: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation q.n.    QUAQUE NOCTE, EVERY NIGHT 

 

 

 


